
pear directly as quotations in Shinran.'s writings, but surely his intent is that they be 

preserved and read. 

6) I follow the reading of Imai Masaharu, who has pointed out that the verb forms 

employed by Eshinni indicate that she directly witnessed these encounters and sug

, gests that she herself had already been a member of H6nen's following at the time. 

See Imai Masaharu. Shim-an to Eshinni. (Kyoto: ]ish6 Shuppan, 2004). 

7) In Adriaan T. Peperzak, Simon Critchley, and Robert Bernascont eds., Emmanuel 

· Levinas: Basic Philosophical Writings, (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana Uni

versity Press.l996), p. 104. 
8) There is a slight difference between Shinran's quotation and the most widespread 

version of H6nen's text, representing perhaps some authorial variation in choice 

among synonyms. The common text has "foremost'' (saki, )'G) and Shinran's copy 

has ~fundamental" (hon, /.j.l:). Although basically indistingujshable in meaning. Shin

ran's hon is appropriate to the central meaning he emphasizes in HOnen's expres

sion. 

9) It is said that Shinran's treatment of bodhicitta, for example. is a direct response to 

My6e's criticisms of Senjakushil. This may well be the c"ase, but it should also be 

noted that the structure of Shinran's discussion replicates in form the logic of inter

section and of spatial "worlds" of apprehension that we haVe been examining in this 

article. There is a crossing of two pairs of bipolar terms-"lengthwise"-"crosswise~ 

and "departing~-~transcending"-to form four quadrants or categories of Buddhist 

path in relation to the mind aspiring for enlightenment (bodaishin, bodhicitta). 

10) Dennis Hirota, trans.. in Plain Words on the Pure Land Way: Words of the Wan

dering Monks of Medieval faj>an (Kyoto: Ryukoku University, 1989). The original 

text may be found in Miyasaka Yilsh6, ed., Kana hUgo shu, Nihon bungaku taikei. 

volume 83 (Iwanami Shoten, 1964). p.189. 

11) While gi-naki o gi to su is used in regard to nembutsu in Tannish6 10, in Shinran's 

own writings its topic is Other Power. and it is not used to characterize nembutsu 

directly. 

"' An earlier version of this essay has appeared in Japanese translation in Bukky6 Dai

gaku hen, Hiinen BukkyU to sono kanUsei (Kyoto: .HOz6kan, 2012). 
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Shinran's Rejection of Deathbed Rites 

Jacqueline I. Stone 

In 1259 and 1260. famine and disease devastated Japan's eastern provinces. 

Shinran (1173-1262)-later revered as the founder of Jodo ShinshU. or the 

True Pure Land sect-wrote to his follower Joshin-bo expressing sorrow 

that so many people, old and young, had died. Then he added, "Personally, I 

attach no significance to the manner of one's death, good or bad. Those in 

whom faith is established have no doubts; therefore they dwell in the com

pany of those certain to be born in the Pure Land (shajoju). And for that rea

son. their end is auspicious. even if they are foolish and ignorant"1)J6shin~b6 

had perhaps seen fellow believers die of hunger and sickness. and Shinran's 

letter reassured him that. because of their faith, those people had nonethe

less been born in the Pure Land of the Buddha Amida (Skt Amitabha. 

Amitayus). But at the same time, his words-"I attach no significance to the 

manner of one's death, good or bad"-ran contrary to religious attitudes of 

the day. For many of Shinran's contemporaries. nothing in life was more sig

nificant than one's manner of leaving it. Only those who died peacefully, with 

their minds focused on Amida or some other buddha or bodhisattva were 

believed to escape Sal!lsiira the miseries of deluded rebirth. and achieve 

birth in a pure land (ojii). Once born in a pure land. one's enlightenment was 

assured, so in effect liberation itself depended on one's mental attitude at the 

end. For Shinran. however, efforts to control one's dying thoughts in order to 

reach the Pure Land were incompatible with his insight that salvation-6j6 

-occurs, not as the consequence of human striving in reliance on one's own 

efforts (jiriki). but solely through reliance on the power that is "Other" 

(tariki), that of Amida's original vow to save all who place faith in liim. Shin

ran's dismissal of the need for correct mental focus in one's last moments 
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was radical and profoundly counter~intuitive, even within the exclusive nen

butsu movement. In this essay I first seek to illuminate Shinran's distinctive 

position by contrasting it with that of the mainstream Pure Land thought of 

Japan's Heian (794-1185) and Kamakura (1185-1333) periods and with the 

teachings of Shinran's teacher Honen as well as other exclusive nenbutsu fig

ures. I then return to Shinran's dismissal of the significance of one's manner 

of death as an expression of his absolute reliance on Amida's vow and also 

touch on the question of how thoroughly his followers accepted it. 

The last Moment in Mainstream Pure land Thought 

The idea that one's dying thought influences one's next rebirth predates the 

historical Buddha and is found in most Indian religions. Buddhism included." 

In the Mahayana, it developed in connection with aspirations for birth in the 

superior realms of buddhas and bodhisattvas, especially Amida's Land of 

Bliss (Skt. Sukhavatl, Jpn. Gokuraku) said to lie in the western quadrant of 

the universe. We find this idea in the Contemplation Sutra, which says that 

Amida, together with his holy assembly, will descend in welcome (raigii) to 

receive devotees at the moment of their death and escort them to his pure 

land. This siitra promises that even the most evil persons. if they encounter 

a good teacher who instructs them at the time of death so that they are able 

to sustain ten consecutive thoughts of"Amida and chant his name, shall, with 

each thought, erase the sins of eight billion kalpas and be born in the Pure 

Land.3
} 

In Japan, this idea was popularized by the Tendai scholar-monk Genshin 

(942-1017) in his famous Ojii yiishii (Essentials of Birth in the Pure Land). 

In tltis work Genshin explained how deathbed practice should be conducted 

so as to ensure right mindfulness at the last moment- (rinjU shOnen) .'1) Gen

shin drew on the vinaya commentary of the Chinese master Daoxuan (596-

667), who had described how dying monks were purportedly treated at the 

J etavana monastery in Sravasfi in India." The dying, Daoxuan says, should 

be removed to a separate structure called the Hall of Impermanence 

(mujoin), where the sight of their possessions and familiar surroundings will 
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not arouse thoughts of worldly attachment. There, a buddha image should be 

installed and a cord woven of five-colored threads should be tied to its hand. 

The dying person should be made to sit or lie down facing west and to hold 

the other end of the cord. to help generate thoughts of following the Buddha 

to his pure land. Flowers should be scattered and incense burnt to create a 

dignified atmosphere. Genshin also cited the Chinese Pure Land teachers 

Daochuo (562-645) and Shandao (613-681) on advice to the zenchishiki 

(Skt. kalyii7Jamitra, literally "good friend"). or spiritual guides in attendance 

at the deathbed. These persons should protect the dying from worldly dis

tractions and monitor their dying visions. which were thought to presage 

·one's rebirth realm. If the dying report seeing flames or other frightful im

ages, the zenchishiki should assist them to perform repentance. Above all, 

they should chant together with the dying to ensure that they complete the 

final ten nenbutsu. Genshin himself recommended that dying persons visual

ize Amida Buddha descending in welcome with his attendant bodhisattvas 

and enveloping them with his radiant light: by so doing, he says, they will 

eradicate all their past misdeeds. Genshin also quoted the Dazhidu lun (Trea

tise on the Perfection of Wisdom), which says that "one's last thought at 

death outweighs the practice of a hundred years" and maintained tli.at the 

· nenbutsu chanted at the moment of death possesses a far greater power 

than it does at ordinary times.m 

The form of deathbed practice that Genshin described was put into 

practice by a group of his fellow Tendai monks called the Twenty-five 

Samadhi Society (Nijugo zanmai-e), formed in 986. who vowed to assist one 

another in chanting nenbutsu at the time of death ... Their practices were 

adopted at other monasteries and then spread to lay devotees, first among 

the aristocracy and then across social levels. Scholar-monks of various line

ages composed similar instructions for deathbed rites, accomodating Gen~ 

shin's instructions to the practices and teachings of their particular school. 

The ideal of a mindful death was celebrated in a genre of religious literature 

known as 6j6den, accounts of men and women believed to have been born in 

Amida"s Pure Land. The subjects of these biographies invariably die calmly, 
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chanting the nenbutsu and facing west. toward Amida's Pure Land. Dying in 

this exemplary fashion was considered both the immediate cause for achiev~ 

ing 6j6 and a proof that it had occurred. As additional evidence, wondrous 

signs at the time of death-such as purple clouds rising in the west music 

heard in the air. unearthly fragrance in the death chainber. or unusual pres

ervation of the body-were often reported. not only in hagiographic litera

ture such as 6j5den, but also in courtier diaries and other historical docu~ 

ments.7
) 

Belief in the power of one's last thought meant, as the Contemplation 

Sutra says. that even the most ignorant or sinful person. by chanting the 

name of Amida at the end. could be born in his pure land. But by the same 

principle. no matter how earnestly one might have practiced throughout life. 

a single wrong thought at the last moment could send one plummeting down 

into the hells or other evil realms. The circumstances of one's death are diffi~ 

cult to control. and people worried that accident. sudden death. senility, or 

excruciating pain might rob them of the opportunity to chant nenbutsu at 

the end. condemning them to miserable rebirths. Such anxieties were exM 

pressed. if not generated. by didactic tales on the theme of otherwise holy 

men defeated by a single delusory thought at the end. In one such story. a 

devout monk, contrary to all expectation, fails to achieve the Pure Land and 

is reborn a snake because, even while chanting his last nenbutsu. he happens 

to notice a vinegar jar on the shelf and dies wondering who will inherit it"' 

Bad deaths exacerbated the grief of relatives and associates. who feared for 

their deceased's postmortem fate. A religious teacher whose death fell short 

of the mark might even become a target of criticism. especially if he headed 

a new and controversial religious movement. The Tendai cleric Jien (1155-

1225) wrote in his diary that there had been "nothing remarkable" about the 

death of Honen (1133-1212). founder of the independent ]odo or Pure Land 

sect and that his 6j6 was therefore "by no means a certain tblng."9
' Nomori 

no kagami. a late thirteenth-century treatise on poetics attributed to Mi

namoto no Arifusa. similarly criticized the death of ]ppen (1239-1289). foun

der of the mendicant Pure Land order known as the Jishii. saying that not 
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only was there no sign of Amida's descent, but Ipp"en's body was in such a 

dreadful state that his disciples had to hurry to cremate him before others 

could see it.10
' People of Heian and Kamakura Japan offered prayers. copied 

siitras. made pilgrimages. dedicated Buddha images. and performed all sorts 

of meritorious actS in hopes of achieving a death with correct mental focus. 

Belief in the power of one's last thought undeniably gave hope that even the 

most ignorant or sinful persons. by chanting the name of Amida at the end. 

could be born in his Pure Land. But it also inspired considerable anxiety 

about what would happen if one's last moments did not go as planned. 

Honen's Teachings on the Last Moment 

How was the ideal of "right mindfulness at the last moment" received in the 

eXclusive nenbutsu (senju nenbutsu) movement? This movement was initiated 

by Hanen. who denied the need for traditional disciplines such as precept

keeping. meditation. and study. and instead promoted the chanted nenbutsu 

as the only practice suited to the capacities of all men and women in the de~ 

generate Final Dharma age (mappo). This was not his own arbitrary 

choice, H6nen said; Amida Buddha himself had selected the invocation of 

his name as the practice according with his original vow and the sole act 

upon which 6j6 depends. H6nen was deeply committed to this practice and 

chanted sixty or seventy thousand nenbutsu a day. But what mattered most 

in, chanting. he taught. was an underlying spirit. not of amassing merit 

through one's own efforts. but of faith in the transcendent "Other Power" 

(tariki) of Amida's compassionate vow. This attitude of utter trust in the 

Other Power of Amida's vow seems at odds with efforts to control and di

rect one's last thoughts through the ritual means of deathbed practice. Yet 

the ideal of dying in a state of right mindfulness was deeply entrenched in 

religious culture of medieval ] apan, and Honen struggled to reconcile it 

with his emphasis on tariki. 

Honen's absolutizing of the invocational nenbutsu had several important 

consequences for his understanding of the last moment. First. it led him to 

deny the conventional idea that the deathbed nenbutsu possesses a particu-
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lar efficacy transcending that of ordinary times. Because the nenbutsu is the 

sole practice according with Amida's vow, he said, it is always fully endowed 

with all of Amida's merits. "What difference could there be between the nen

butsu at ordinary times and the nenbutsu at the time of death?" H6nen 

asked. "Should one die while chanting nenbutsu as one's ordinary practice. 

then that is the deathbed nenbutsu. and should one's deathbed nenbutsu be 

prolonged, that becomes the nenbutsu of ordinary time."mThis understand

ing led him to reconceive the causality of the raigo from an "Other Power" 

perspective. Conventional wisdom held that the practitioner's pure mental fo

cus at the moment of death is what causes Amida and his attendants to de

scend in welcome. For H6nen, however. it was the other way around: 

Amida comes to welcome the dying because of the nenbutsu that they have 

chanted all along, and it is Amida's appearance before the dying that enables 

them to dwell in right mindfulness. filled with joy and reverence. all thoughts 

of worldly attachment driven from their minds.12
' 

In short, H6nen understood the deathbed nenbutsu, less as a matter of 

exerting control over one's last moments. than of entrusting oneself to 

Amida's compassion. For that reason. he sometimes deemphasized some of 

the ritual aspects of deathbed practice, especially in his later writings.13
' In 

response to his followers' questions. he said that one need not form Amida's

meditation mudra (join) at the time of death. as the gasshO gesture would suf

fice. nor did one have to hold the five-colored cords or even face a buddha 

image; the crucial thing was simply to chant the nenbutsu.w HOnen is said 

to have refused on his own deathbed to take hold of the cord fastened to the 

hand of the buddha image, saying, "That is people's usual way of practice. 

but it is not necessarily appropriate for me."1"'He also said that one need not 

even have a zenchishiki or spiritual guide in attendance during in one's last 

hours. In a famous letter, H6nen declined a request from the nun Sh6nyo-b6 

(d. 1201), a daughter of the retired emperor Goshirakawa. to serve as 

zenchishiki at her deathbed, as he had just embarked on an intensive nen

butsu retreat "You should abandon desire for a zenchishiki who is an ordi

nary worldling and rely on the Buddha as your zenchishiki,"1
G
1he told her. 
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And for warriors dying on the battlefield. H6nen taught that simply to utter 

the nenbutsu at the last moment would be sufficierit17
' 

However. H5nen did not actively reject traditional deathbed conven

tions. such as withdrawing to die in a special practice hall where a buddha 

image is enshrined. He himself even served on occasion as spiritual attendant 

at the deathbed of his disciples and lay patrons.'"' More signlficantly, his 

stance of wholehearted reliance on Amida's vow in no way altered for him 

the decisive nature of the last moment and the need to be chanting the nen

butsu at that time. He admonished: 

Even though you may have admirably accumulated the merit of the 

nenbutsu over days and years. if you should meet with some evil influ

ence at the time of death and in the end give rise to evil thoughts, you 

will lose [the opportunity of] birth in the Pure Land immediately after 

death and be swept away to suffer in the currents of satp.sfua for an
other lifetime or two .... Constant diligence in chanting nenbutsu is the 

only way to be sure of 6j6.19
) 

He is even said to have remarked: "Sometimes one dies from choking on 

food while eating. You should chant 'Namu-Amida-butsu' whenever you 

chew and 'Namu-Amida-butsu' whenever you swallow."20)Thus in H6nen's 

thought a tension remains between his spirit of reliance on Ainida's original 

vow and his insistence on the need to be chanting nenbutsu in one's final mo

ments. 

Deathbed Practice among Honen's disciples 

After H6nen's death, his following split into a number of lineages emanating 

from his leading disciples. All H6nen's followers stressed salvation through 

faith in the power of the Amida's vow. expressed in the chanting of the nen

butstL But they divided along a spectrum of interpretation. At the conserva

tive end were those who stressed cultivating faith through cumulative nen

butsu chanting up until the end of life and also recommended supporting 
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practices. such as siltra recitation. meditation. or precept observance, sub

suming these traditional disciplines within a tariki interpretive framework. 

At the other end was a more radical group that stressed a sudden transfor

mative experience of salvation through faith, which they held to be Amida's 
gift and not an effort exerted by the believer."' 

As one might expect. the conservative faction insisted upon the impor

tance of deathbed practice to ensure that devotees were chanting the nen

butsu at the time of death. We see this, for example, in writings of the Chin

zei lineage, beginning with Harren's immediate disciple Bencha (a.k.a Ben' a or 

Shako, 1162-1238). who spread Harren's teachings in Kyushu. Bencha adhered 

closely to the precedents laid down by Shandao, Genshin, and others. He 

writes: "One should set up before the sick person a buddha image and that 

individual's personal siltra. being sure to attach the cords, ready lamps, bum 

incense, and provide flowers. Without fail one should strike the chimes and 

chant the nenbutsu, waiting for the dying person's breath to cease and for 

Amida and Kannon to come in welcome."22)Bench6 seems to have understood 

these conventions as observances that H6nen himself had mandated. 

Bench6's successor Ryochu (a.k.a. Nen'a, 1199-1287) compiled a set of in

structions for deathbed practice (rinju gy!Jgisho) from the standpoint of the 

exclusive nenbutsu, one of the first works of this kind to be written in ver

nacular Japanese. Titled Kanbyi5 yojin shO (Admonitions in Caring for the 

Sick), this work contains detailed instructions for nursing and encouraging 

the terminally ill and became enormously popular. even outside Pure Land 

circles. It also reflects the same tension that we see in Harren's teaching be

tween absolute reliance on Amida's vow and the importance of one's last 

nenbutsu. Attendants should assure the dying that because of their prior de

votion, Amida will surely come for them at the time of death, and they will 

receive the Buddha's protection, enabling them to dwell in right mindfulness 

at the final moment. Without the power of Amida's vow, Ryochu says, ordi

nary worldlings like ourselves would have no hope of birth in the Pure Land. 

But for that very reason. he maintains. it is essential to be chanting the nen

butsu at the end. No matter how terrible the pains of dying, one must not 
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become distracted even for an instant One's entire lifetime of nenbutsu prac

tice has been solely for the sake of this crucial moment so how could one re

lax one's efforts now? To slip up at the last moment would mean falling back 

into the samsaric realms. Attendants should chant continuously to ensure 
that the dying person hears the Buddha's name and do all in their power to 

keep him or her conscious, alert and able to chant the ten final nenbutsu.''.al 

For conservatives like Bench6 and Ryochu, deathbed rites to ensure 

right mindfulness at the end remained crucial. But what about the more 

radical among H6nen's followers, those who stressed, not the cumulative mo

mentum of daily practice, but union with Amida Buddha in the nenbutsu of 

the present moment? This position was represented by the Seizan lineage, 

initiated by Harren's disciple Shoku (1177-1247). Shoku and his followers had 

their base among the Kyoto aristocracy, and Seizan teachings show strong 

influence of medieval Tendai original enlightenment doctrine (hongaku 

hiimon). Based on his own understanding of Other Power, Sh6ku held that 

the nenbutsu was not a practice initiated by the believer but Amida Bud

dha's own act of uniting the believer with himself. In chanting the nenbutsu 

with this u.nderstanding, Sh6ku taught one enters a nondual realm in which 

linear time collapses, and Amida's primal vow to realize buddhahood and the 

salvation of the devotee are both realized simultaneously. Similar ideas of the 

immediate realization of 6j6, each with its own emphasis but all involving a 

radical overturning of the mind that relies on self-power. occUF in the teach

ings of Shinran; the Jishu leader Ippen, who, though not in Harren's direct 

lineage, had studied "for a time with some of Shaku's disciples: and Ippen's 

successor Ta'a Shinky6 (1237-1319). None of these teachers denied the con

ventional notion of birth in Amida's western Pure Land at the time of death. 

which they anticipated as a real event. But they saw that future birth as 

grounded in a transcendence of self in union with Amida. in which Oj6 is re

alized in the faith of the present moment24
) 

One might expect that these figures embracing some version of the "im

mediate 6j6" idea would. like Shinran. reject the need for deathbed practice, 

but this seems not to have been the case. Or at least, we find no explicit 
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statement to that effect Shoku said, "In being embraced by the Buddha 

there is no distinction between the moment of death and ordinary time. As 

far as 6j5 is concerned. the moment of death and ordinary time are one."25) 

However, this remains a theoretical statement. and it is not clear whether or 

not it translated into a rejection of deathbed observances. Among teachers of 

"immediate 6j6," only Shinkyo of the Jishu left detailed comments on how to 

approach the time of death. 26JShinky6 taught that for nenbutsu practitioners, 

now is always the moment of deat!L "Since the moment of death and onli

nary time are not ~eparate. they are not two .... Nonetheless. since you may 

expect to die at some point. it is vital to continue chanting nenbutsu being 

constantly mindful that one's[thought at the] last moment will be determined 

by this present one," he said.271Here we see that, while Shinky6 embraced the 

idea of nondual realization of 6j6 in the present moment that conviction in 

no way cancelled out for him the need for continual nenbutsu chanting to 

Prepare for the time of deat!L Shinky6's emphasis on the absolute power of 

the nenbutsu led him, like Honen, to abridge many of the outward formalities 

of deathbed practice. Even the warrior cut down on the field of battle. he 

said, could be born in the Pure Land as long as he chants the name of 

Amida, even once, before dying.u'Shinkyo also dismissed the significance of 

good and evil omens accompanying a person's death; as long as a person 

died chanting the nenbutsu, then he or she had achieved birth in the Pure 

Land.w'The crucial thing, however, was that one did indeed have to "die 

chanting the nenbutsu," and on this point Shinkyo remained uncompromis

ing. He admonished, "Never, ever conclude that someone reached the Pure 

Land if he failed to voice the nenbutsu at the time of deat!L -~,As Shinkyo's 

example shows. embracing the idea that 6j6 is realized in the present mo

ment by no means necessarily entailed rejecting the necessity of the final 
nenbutsu. 

Nevertheless, some exclusive nenbutsu practitioners were, like Shinran, 

beginning to question the need for deathbed rites in light of the teaching of 

reliance solely on the Other Power of Amida's vow. Ironically, we know of 

them chiefly through Bench6, who recorded their views in order to repudi
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ate them. For example (Bencho writes). someone asks: When assailed by 

the pains of death, ordinary practitioners are disturbed in body and mind 

and will find it hard to concentrate on Amida Can't such people achieve 6j6 

simply by virtue of the nenbutsu they have chanted all along, without a 

deathbed rite? Bencho retorts that preparing for the last thought is the most 

essential business of one's lifetime: those who do not chant the nenbutsu at 

the end do not reach the Pure Land. One who chants the nenbutsu earnestly 

in life will surely be able to carry out the deathbed practice. Besides. he 

adds. the whole spirit of the question is misguided: a serious practitioner. in 

keeping with the virtue of assiduousness (virya, shajin), will strive to do 

more, not less.3nSomeone else asks: Isn't the presence of a zenchisihki redun~ 

dant for exclusive nenbutsu practitioners. whose 6j6 is already assured? 

Here Bench5 counters by noting that H6nen himself acted in the capacity of 

zenchishiki for his followers. Dispensing with a zenchishikts help at the time 

of death is like trying to fly without wings or cross the sea without a boat 

·"A bold warrior," Bench5 says, "in subduing the enemy, makes use of a bow 

and arrows as well as a sWord ... a zenchishz'kz' is like a great general who 

arouses the conditions for 6j6." Should one's mind become disoriented at the 

end. a zenchishiki can help one to practice repentance and thus clear away 

karmic hindrances at the final moment. 32
) 

Bench6 seems to have been especially distressed by "a certairi faction" 

among nenbutsu praCtitioners who maintained that. no matter how someone 

dies, as long as he or she chanted the nenbutsu in life. that person has 

achieved 6j5. He counters: 

A good death is when [the pain of] the last illness abates, so that the dy

ing do not suffer but pass away as though falling asleep, with a com

posed mind and palms pressed together, having said "Namu-Amida

butsu" as their final words. Or. if purple clouds gather, or if the dying 

see radiant light or behold a transformation buddha. that signals birth in 

·the Pure Land in the upper grades .... A bad death is when they thrash 

about spit blood. or become deranged before dying ... All such persons 
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fall into the three evil paths.~' 

It is irresponsible. Bench6 says, to suggest that people who die in agony or in 

a state of mental confusion have achieved the Pure Land. While we do not 

know who Bench6 was criticizing, the particular position that he rejects here 

sounds remarkably similar to Shinran's. 

Whether they stressed cumulative nenbutsu practice over time or trans· 

formation through faith in the nenbutsu of the present moment the majority 

of Honen's disciples and others influenced by him, like Honen himself, empha

sized the nenbutsu as absolute. For that reason. they denied any qualitative 

distinction between the nenbutsu of ordinary time and the nenbutsu of the 

final moment Yet precisely because they saw the nenbutsu as absolute, they 

retained the conviction that one's Ojo in some way depended upon chanting 

it at the time of death. Thus a tension remains in their teachings between 

absolute reliance on the power of Amida's vow and the decisive importance 

of one's last nenbutsu. Scholars have often assumed that HOnen's exclusive 

nenbutsu doctrine gave its followers greater confidence in achieving 6j6 than 

that held by their Heian predecessors or those identified with the Buddhist 

mainstream. Kasahara Kazuo. for example, writes that. before the emergence 

of the exclusive nenbutsu, "People practiced with the slender hope that by 

revering many buddhas and bodhisattvas and engaging in multiple practices. 

they could perhaps be saved by the Buddha's compassion. They were not 

able to practice with the conviction that that Buddha would certainly save 

them. They did not have the self-confidence that arises from single prac

tice."3'1)But as long as OjO still hinged in some sense on the nenbutsu at the 

time of death, it seems unlikely that ~e exclusive nenbutsu teaching in and 

of itself would have been sufficient to alleviate fears about one's last mo

ments. 

Shinran's Rejection of Deathbed Practice 

Shinran took as his starting point the recognition of human sinfulness and 

the utter impossibility of extricating oneself from delusion and attachments; 

even one's good deeds, in his estimation, are tainted by the egocentric calcu-
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lation (hakarai) that they will rebound to one's credit But when one abandons 

all efforts to ensure salvation through one's own virtues and entrusts oneself 

wholeheartedly to Amida. one is seized by the Buddha's compassion. never 

to be let go, and faith arises in one's heart. In that moment of entrusting one

self to the power of Amida's vow. Shinran said. one directly achleves birth in 

the Pure Land (sokutoku ojo). Such persons, who have realized the adaman

tine mind of faith, experience the "spontaneous raig6" (ji raigo) ; that is, 

Amida and his holy assembly-a vast throng of transformation buddhas and 

bodhisattvas-surround and protect them, not just at the moment of death 

but at all times and places."'For Shinran. as for other exclusive nenbutsu 

teachers, the immediate realization of 6j6 did not negate birth in the Pure 

Land as a cosmological destination, which occurs at the time of death. But in 

his thinking, what guaranteed birth in the Pure Land in the next life was 

trust in Arnida's vow in the present and not one's own efforts in nenbutsu 

chanting up until the final moment This conviction led Shinran to the radical 

step of rejecting deathbed practices altogether. "When faith is established, 

· one's attainment of the Pure Land is also established; there is no need for 

deathbed rituals to prepare one for Amida's coming," he wrote.
36
}Individuals 

in whom faith has arisen dwell at the stage of those wh~se birth in the Pure 

Land is certain; thus they are in effect "equal to buddhas."
37
)For such per

sons, any subsequent nenbutsu were uttered solely in gratitude to Amida for 

a salvation that in essence, had already been achieved. Whether or not one 

chanted it at the moment of death was not a crucial issue. 

In fact Shinran said those who await Amida's coming only at the mo

ment of death are not yet fully established in faith. That criticism would 

have applied to most people of his time. who believed that whether they 

reached the Pure Land or fell back into the samsaric realms would be deter

mined by their thoughts at the last moment Shinran allowed that by the 

merit of having chanted Amida's name, even people such as these might 

achieve 6j6 at the end of life with the aid of a spiritual guide. But in the 

meantime, he said, lacking true faith, they must live with anxiety about their 

salvation. continually anticipating the moment of death.~' 
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In sum: Like H6nen himself. other teachers of exclusive nenbutsu, de

spite their individual doctrinal emphases, stressed the importance of ongoing 

nenbutsu practice up until the time of death in order to align oneself with 

the salvific power of Amida's original vow. They emphasized the nenbutsu 

as absolute, and for that reason, a tension remains in their approach between 

trust in Amida's compassion and the need to be chanting the nenbutsu at 

the final moment In contrast what Shinran absolutized was less the chanted 

nenbutsu itself than the spirit of reliance on tariki, and in that shift the ten

sion dissolves: only faith matters, one's manner of death does not There is 

an elegant simplicity, a thorough-going consistency, in Shinran's teaching on 

this matter, which extends the implications of reliance on Other Power far 
beyond where others were willing to take it 

Shinran's attitude toward deathbed practice seems to resonate with a 

personal experience he had in 1231. when he was about fifty. A letter writ

ten by his wife Eshinni records that at that time, Shinran fell seriously ilL In 

his fever and pain, he found himself unconsciously reciting the text of the 

jing or Larger Pure Land Sutra, which he had memorized in his youth. But 

then he reflected that the faith given by Amida together with the nenbutsu 

is complete and perfect in itself and lacks nothing that would need to be sup

plemented by chanting siitras. At that point Shinran recognized in himself 

the stubborn human tendency to attempt to control one's fate through the 

self-assertion of personal striving. Once this thought occurred to him, he 

stopped reciting the siltra. and soon after his fever broke::l9)We can only 

speculate whether or not this experience may have shaped his later rejection 

of deathbed rites. In any event Shinran's utter trust in the salvific power of 

Amida's vow gave him the courage to relinquish those efforts. so widespread 

in his day, to control the manner of one's dying and also dispelled for him the 

anxieties that those efforts entailed. 

After Shinran's Death 

For those who shared Shinran's faith, his rejection of deathbed practice 

would have alleviated fears about whether or not one would be able to focus 
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one's mind on Amida and chant the nenbutsu at the moment of death. One 

would expect that his followers should have welcomed it Yet hints in the 

· historical record suggest that not all of Shinran's followers were able to ac

cept his view that one's manner of dying has no soteriological significance. 

strinl-an himself lamented in a personal letter that it was beyond his power 

to correct fellow practitioners who say they await the coming of Amida at 

the final moment-indicating that at least for some, this view remained 

deeply entrenched.'1mTannish0 lists. as one of the "deviations" that arose 

among followers after Shinran's death, the idea that chanting the nenbutsu 

. at the time of death erases the sins of prior lifetimes and thus enables birth 

in the Pure Land. TannishO dismisses concern with eradicating sins as a lin

gering reliance on self-power: one is saved, not by the eradication of sin. but 

by the compassion of Amida's vow. which embraces one from the very mo

ment that faith first arises."'Yet the very fact that Yuien-b6, the compiler. 

found it necessary to address this issue suggests that the deathbed nenbutsu 

may still have been valued by some within the early Shin community. Shin

ran's great grandson Kakunyo (1270-1351). the third Honganji patriarch, up

held Shinran's position. writing that "attaining birth in the Pure Land by the 

nenbutsu has nothing to do with whether one's death is good or bad.""'But 

Kakunyo's biography of Shinran makes a point of describing him as dying in 

an exemplary manner: "He lay down on his right side with his head to the 

north. facing west and breathed his last, chanting the nenbutsu."~3>It is also 

suggestive that Kakunyo's son, the Shin evangelist Zonkaku (1290-1373), 

made a copy of Ry6chii's Kanbyo yojin shO, a text emphasizing the salvific 

power of the final nenbutsu in a way quite contrary to Shinran's position.'14> 

While further research would be needed to establish the point perhaps some 

minimal form of deathbed observance, such as facing west and chanting 

Amida's name as described in Shinran's biography, may have been per

f!Jrmed in Shin circles, although-like Shin funerals-schematized in a way 

stressed reliance on Other Power and not the efforts of the devotee:"' 

, Even for those who shared Shinran's view, good deaths among fellow 

:;,c, believers may still have carried a profound emotional impact and seemed to 
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legitimize their faith. Shinran himself was not immune to this response. He 

once lavishly praised. as a sign of exemplary faith the death of a follower. 

Kakushin-bo, who at the end chanted the nenbutsu and died peacefully with 

his hands pressed together.""'Shin orthodoxy holds that that ojo is assured 

from the moment that faith first arises and one is enveloped by the power of 

Amida's compassion, never to be abandoned. But not until the moment of 

death does one actually go to the Pure Land. Thus even though, in Shinran's 

teaching, ojo does not depend upon it an exemplary death still held attrac

tion as a conclusion befitting a life of faith. 
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Shinran's Hermeneutics of Entry 
into Religious Awareness 

Dennis Hirota 

Introduction: Hedgehog and Fox 

In a lecture to elite high school students in Tokyo one hundred years ago, 

the novelist Natsume Soseki took up the theme "Imitation and Independ

ence" (iJiijJii(/::J!IU:Z:, 1913)."He urged his audience-the future leaders of the 

nation-to cultivate a resilient spirit of independence and not merely imitate 

the West and in order to offer concrete illustration, he plucked from the ex

panse of Japanese history a single example of such independence, pointing to 

the figure of Shinran. Although Soseki underscored Shinran's frank and open 

abandonment of traditional Buddhist precepts and conventional norms by 

taking a wife and eating meat, from the overall content of his somewhat me

andering lecture. I suspect it was the Shinran of Tannish6, a work only re~ 

cently introduced to a broad general readership, that he specifically had in 

rnind."At present still, it is probably an image of Shinran like S6seki's that 

remains most vivid in the contemporary imagination. 

Shinran himsel£ however. projects a very different self~awareness in his 

writings. Throughout his life he maintained that his own literary work and 

propagational activity were intended only to transmit and elucidate the 

teaching of his master Honen. Shinran's own usage of the term ]tido shinshii 

W±§U¥<. later applied to the institution stemming from his tradition, attests 

to this intention, for he himself employs it to indicate "the true essence of the 

Pure Land way" and to refer precisely to what he learned from Honen and 

understood to be the core of his master's message. Thus he states. alluding 

to Honen's catchphrase. "selected Primal Vow"JlHR;$:/11! (senjaku [or sen· 

chaku] hongan) : 
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